• As we head into the Chagim, we again encounter one of the common halachic questions of our times - can one shower on Yom Tov?
• In today’s world, where many people shower at least once daily, not showering can be a cause of discomfort. Where there are two days of Yom Tov - such as a Rosh Hashana in all places or other Chagim in chu’l, this concern is deepened. In some cases there can be three days of Chag and Shabbat. For many people, the idea of not showering for three days is distressing!
• Nevertheless, on this question it is common for people to get different answers from different poskim. The range of issues on which rabbis disagree is particularly marked. For instance:
  - some rabbis allow showering the whole body, others up to half the body, others the whole body limb by limb, others just the face, feet and hands, and yet others do not allow stepping into a shower at all.
  - some allow showering in hot water, others in lukewarm water, others in cold water and others not at all.
  - some allow showering in water heated on Yom Tov, some only in water that was heated on Erev Yom Tov and other not at all.
  - some differentiate between a bath an a shower, others between a private bathroom and a more public one (eg in a dorm) and others make no such distinctions.
  - some allow showering in hot water, others in lukewarm water, others in cold water and others not at all.
  - some rabbis allow showering the whole body, others up to half the body, others the whole body limb by limb, others just the face, feet and hands, and yet others do no allow stepping into a shower at all.

• As we will see, the halachic sources on this issue are difficult to unpack - there are three days of Chagim and Shabbat. For many people, the idea of not showering for three days is distressing!

A] BISHUL: HEATING WATER ON SHABBAT AND YOM TOV

A1] THE TORAH PROHIBITION

On Shabbat, the Torah prohibits ALL melacha, without qualification.

Although most of the 39 melachot are learnt in the Oral Law as Halacha LeMoshe MiSinai, a few are mentioned in the verses of the Torah, including bishul - cooking.

On Chag (here Pesach), the Torah prohibits most melacha but explicitly permits melacha ‘which is needed so that everyone [kol nefesh] will be able to eat’.ø

2. Translation of R. Ayeh Kaplan in The Living Torah. The importance of the words kol nefesh will be examined below.
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A2] ‘MITOCH’ - BROADENING THE SCOPE OF PERMITTED MELACHA ON YOM TOV

Boiling water on Shabbat is prohibited according to all views under the melacha of bishul. Concerning boiling water on Yom Tov, the Mishna presents a dispute between Beit Shammai and Beit Hillel. Beit Shammai permit boiling hot water for the purposes of bathing one’s feet, ONLY if the water is drinkable. Since the Torah permits melacha only for food preparation, bishul is only permitted for water that will be drunk. Beit Hillel permit boiling the water even it is only suitable for bathing. They apply the principle of ‘mitoch’ - since the Torah permits bishul for cooking, so too it would permit it for all physical needs, such as bathing’.

• Since the halacha follows Beit Hillel, it is permitted to boil water on Yom Tov for the purposes of bathing one’s feet.
• But this apparently limits the permission to feet only and NOT the whole body. For some reason, even Beit Hillel have a halachic problem with heating water on Yom Tov to bathing the whole body. Why would that be? We will see three distinct issues.

B] BATHING ON YOM TOV - THE ISSUES

B1] ISSUE 1 - ‘SHAVE LE KOL NEFESH’

In Ketubot, the Gemara introduces an important qualification to the principle of ‘ochel nefesh’. Only those activities which are considered a ‘need’ for most people are permitted under the rubric of ‘ochel nefesh’. Activities which are only needed by a minority of people are not included. On that basis, the Gemara prohibits burning incense to remove odors on Yom Tov. Only very fastidious people would ever feel the need for this, so it is not considered ‘shave lekol nefesh’. However, shechting a deer is permitted. Even though most people cannot afford to eat venison, they share the wish to eat meat and would eat venison if they could!

Tosafot rules clearly that the Chazal did NOT permit heating water on Yom Tov to bath one’s entire body since only indulgent people [meunagim] would bathe fully on a daily basis, more for recreation than hygiene! Washing one’s feet - and also face and hands - daily is however normal and heating water on Yom Tov for that purpose is permitted.

• According to Tosafot, heating water on Yom Tov to bathe one’s whole body would, it seems, be a TORAH prohibition since the Torah did not give permission to heat water for such a purpose.
• Although some Rishonim omit this limitation, the majority of Rishonim cite and apply it to other cases.
• We will examine below whether the application of shave lekol nefesh is fixed or varies according to time and place.

3. Tosafot understands, based on the text of the Yerushalmi that, according to Beit Shammai, the water must actually be drunk. It would not be enough to simply heat water which could be drunk since the allowance to perform melacha is only for actual ‘ochel nefesh’. Once some water is being heated for drinking, Beit Shammai would permit adding extra water on the basis of marbe beshiurim - adding extra quantity. Since only ONE melacha action is done (ie lighting the flame), adding extra water is not considered extra melacha (Beitza 17a)

4. The Ran explains that Beit Hillel’s permission to heat the water is based on the principle of mitoch, which was discussed in the Gemara earlier in Beitza 12b. The logic behind ‘mitoch’ is discussed by the mefarshim. R. Yosef Engels suggests at the beginning of Bava Kama that the term ‘achila’ does not simply mean eating, but includes any physical benefit. On that basis the av nezikin of ‘shem’ - where an animal damages through eating - includes not only eating but also scratching or any physical benefit that the animal derives. This was also the earlier position of the Sefer Yerain (304). Rambam on the Mishna and Kolbo 58

5. The classic example of Beit Hillel’s opinion is that, since it is permitted to carry food, it is permitted to carry other items - such as a child, a lulav or a sefer Torah (Beitza 12a). Rashi, Rambam and Rif understand that mitoch permits ANY personal need. Tosafot disagrees and quotes Rabbeinu Chananel who understands that there must be a mitzva need (eg to carry a lulav). Rabbeinu Tam rules that the need does not have to relate to a mitzva, but must be some need (tzorech katzat) for Yom Tov. See Tosafot Beitza 12b s.v. hachi.

6. Kol nefesh is understood by many mefarshim to refer to most people and not all people - see Pri Megadim Eshel Avraham OC 511:4 who explicitly notes this in the name of many commentators.

7. Tosafot’s position is however strongly rejected by some other Rishonim. The Ramban (Shabbat 39b) calls Tosafot’s analysis ‘words of prophecy’ - ie totally without a source! He, like the Rif, Rambam and other Rishonim understands that bathing one’s whole body IS shave lekol nefesh but is prohibited due to gezirat merchazot’ot.
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B2] ISSUE 2 - GEZEIRAT MERCATZA’OT/HABALANIM

- On Shabbat, all opinions agree that there is Torah prohibition on heating water for any purpose. Furthermore, all would agree that using or deriving benefit from water which was purposely heated on Shabbat is also prohibited (rabbinically) as ma'ase Shabbat.

- However, bathing per se is NOT a prohibited activity on Shabbat or Chag. So is there any reason why a person cannot bathe on Shabbat or Yom Tov in water which was heated BEFORE Shabbat/Yom Tov?

---

The Mishna relates the case of the people of Tiberius who developed an automatic water heating system by running a pipe of cold water through the hot springs in order to heat it for bathing on Shabbat and Yom Tov. Even though there was no melacha activity at all, the Rabbis decreed that the water should be treated AS IF it had been heated directly on Shabbat/Yom Tov. As such, on Shabbat it could not be used for bathing or drinking and on Yom Tov it could be used for drinking but not bathing.

The Rambam (following the psak of the Rif in the name of the Geonim) rules that gezeira merchatza’ot DOES apply to some degree even to bathing on Yom Tov. He understands that one may not bathe one’s whole body in water heated ON Yom Tov due to the rabbinic decree; only washing one’s face, hands and feet is permitted. But bathing on Yom Tov using water heated before Yom Tov is not restricted.

---

Some of the activities associated with bathing, such as squeezing hair and using solid soap, ARE prohibited on Shabbat and Chag. We will see below how these concerns became more significant later in the halachic development of the sugya.

A side issue is why heating by geothermal activity should be prohibited at all on Shabbat! Chazal clearly rule that bishul is only prohibited on a Torah level if a regular flame or heat source is used. (Today this would include a heat produced by gas and electricity. Microwave energy is a question. On the one hand, it is not a classic heat source but, on the other hand, R. Moshe Feinstein rules that since it is a normal manner of cooking today, it will remain a Torah prohibition.) Heating a food in strong sunlight is actually permitted on Shabbat, so why is geothermal energy prohibited? R. Yosi (Shabbat 30a) rules that the hot waters of Tiberius are heated by the fires of Gehennom and pass over its entrance. Scientifically, the waters are indeed heated by intense seismic activity, similar to volcanos.

This last point may be dependant on the different reasoning for the prohibition according to the Rambam and according to Tosafot. The Rambam understands that heating water on Yom Tov is prohibited rabbinically and, on that basis, there would be no reason to make a gezeira (extending to water heated on erev Yom Tov) on another gezeira. Tosafot however...
As such, it WOULD be reasonable to extend this through gezeirat merchatza’ot. See Ran Beitza 11a s.v. ve’ose and Ramban Shabbat 40 s.v. ha-ditnan that the gezeira is relevant where there is a potential Torah prohibition on the Shabbat/Yom Tov itself.

C - Maharil would not permit this since this is not considered bathing.
B (Rambam) would permit this since the Rabbinic prohibition was made on standard bathing.
C (Maharil) would permit this since this is not considered bathing.

Would it be permitted to bathe on Yom Tov in water which was heated BEFORE Yom Tov?
- B (Rambam) would not permit this. The Rabbinic prohibition is unlikely to be subjective in this way.
- C (Maharil) may permit this since the minhag may not apply to cases of shaving lekol nefesh.

Would it permitted to bathe on Yom Tov in water which was heated BEFORE Yom Tov?
- A (Tosafot) would not permit this. Mitztaer would not justify the breach of a Torah prohibition.
- B (Rambam) may permit this. There is more room for leniency in a Rabbinic prohibition.
- C (Maharil) may permit this since the minhag may not apply to cases of mitztaer.

Would it make a difference if people now shower daily?
- A (Tosafot) may permit this. The concept of shave lekol nefesh may be subjective and change with time (see below).
- B (Rambam) would not permit this. The Rabbinic prohibition is unlikely to be subjective in this way.
- C (Maharil) would not permit this since this is still bathing, unless a new minhag has developed.

Would it make a difference if one washed only face, hands and feet.
- All opinions would permit this.

Would it make a difference one washed the body limb by limb?
- A (Tosafot) would not permit this since water is still being heated for a purpose which is not shave lekol nefesh.
- B (Rambam) would permit this since the Rabbinic prohibition was made on standard bathing.
- C (Maharil) would permit this since this is is not considered bathing.

The Maharil (14C Germany) records a custom that Jews stopped bathing on Shabbat even in cold water due to other halachic concerns, such as squeezing (hair or towels) or carrying (water or towels etc). Some of these reasons (such as squeezing hair) apply equally on Yom Tov.

• These reasons will also impact on other related questions. For instance:
  (i) Would it permitted to bathe on Yom Tov in water which was heated BEFORE Yom Tov?
    - A (Tosafot) would not permit this. Since heating water on Yom Tov is a Torah prohibition, the rabbinic extension of gezeirat merchatza’ot would include water heated before Yom Tov.
    - B (Rambam) would permit this. Since heating water on Yom Tov is itself a Rabbinic prohibition due to gezeirat merchatza’ot, there would be not halachic justification to extend this to water heated before Yom Tov.
    - C (Maharil) would not permit this since it is bathing.

  (ii) Would there be any exception for someone who is mitztaer - uncomfortable and in need of bathing?
    - A (Tosafot) would not permit this. Mitztaer would not justify the breach of a Torah prohibition.
    - B (Rambam) would not permit this. The Rabbinic prohibition is unlikely to be subjective in this way.
    - C (Maharil) may permit this since the minhag may not apply to cases of mitztaer.

  (iii) Would it make a difference if people now shower daily?
    - A (Tosafot) may permit this. The concept of shave lekol nefesh may be subjective and change with time (see below).
    - B (Rambam) would not permit this. The Rabbinic prohibition is unlikely to be subjective in this way.
    - C (Maharil) would not permit this since this is still bathing, unless a new minhag has developed.

  (iv) Would it make a difference if the water was luke warm?
    - A (Tosafot) would permit this if the water was below yad soledet bo.
    - B (Rambam) would permit this since the Rabbinic prohibition was made on a standard hot bathhouse.
    - C (Maharil) would not permit this since this is still bathing, with a danger of squeezing etc.

  (v) Would it make a difference if one washed only face, hands and feet.
    - All opinions would permit this.

  (vi) Would it make a difference one washed the body limb by limb?
    - A (Tosafot) would not permit this since water is still being heated for a purpose which is not shave lekol nefesh.
    - B (Rambam) would permit this since the Rabbinic prohibition was made on standard bathing.
    - C (Maharil) would permit this since this is not considered bathing.

C] SHULCHAN ARUCH

The Shulchan Aruch leaves number of questions unanswered. There are effectively three statements in this extract:
(i) The Mechaber rules that one may heat water on Yom Tov to wash ones hands but NOT one’s whole body; (ii) The Mechaber rules that one may bathe (privately and not in a bathhouse) fully in water heated before Yom Tov; (iii) The Rema adds that the Ashkenazi ruling is prohibit ALL bathing on Yom Tov.

The Shulchan Aruch leaves number of questions unanswered. There are effectively three statements in this extract:
(i) The Mechaber rules that one may heat water on Yom Tov to wash ones hands but NOT one’s whole body; (ii) The Mechaber rules that one may bathe (privately and not in a bathhouse) fully in water heated before Yom Tov; (iii) The Rema adds that the Ashkenazi ruling is prohibit ALL bathing on Yom Tov

understand that heating water on Yom Tov for bathing may be a Torah prohibition due to not being shave lekol nefesh. As such, it WOULD be reasonable to extend this through gezeirat merchatza’ot to water heated on erev Yom Tov.

11. See Ran Beitza 11a s.v. ve’ose and Ramban Shabbat 40 s.v. ha-ditnan that the gezeira is relevant where there is a potential Torah prohibition on the Shabbat/Yom Tov itself.
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D] DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ACHARONIM

Over the last 400 years, but before the modern changes in bathing habits, there were some important developments concerning bathing on Shabbat and Chag.

D1] STRENGTHENING THE MINHAG NEVER TO BATHE ON SHABBAT/YOM TOV

The Magen Avraham reinforces and strengthens the Ashkenazi minhag not to bathe in any water or even to use the mikve unless absolutely required.

Mishna Berura also rules in this way. Even where immersing in water is not technically prohibited for other halachic reasons (for instance swimming in the sea, which is rabbinically prohibited), all immersing in pools and mikvaot is effectively prohibited on Shabbat due to the strong minhag.

Nevertheless, R. Moshe Feinstein rules that showering was never included in the minhag not to bathe on Shabbat/Yom Tov. As such, where a person is in discomfort on a very hot day, R. Moshe permits them to take a cold shower, even on Shabbat.

This is also the psak of the Shemirat Shabbat Kehilchata (14:11) who permits a cold shower on a hot Shabbat for someone disturbed by the heat. The person must however be careful not to squeeze hair etc.

12. Halachipedia - https://www.halachipedia.com/index.php?title=Showering_on_Yom_Tov#cite_note-3 gives a good summary of the evidence in different directions as follows:
   Proofs that the halacha follows Tosafot: The Beit Yosef 511:2 simply quotes Tosafot and does not quote the reason of the Rambam. Seemingly, he holds like the Tosafot. Even though he quotes the Rif, who says that one may not heat up water for a complete body shower, the Rif does not explicitly state that he agrees with the Rambam’s explanation. Mishna Berura 511:10 quotes the opinion of Tosafot and only mentions the explanation of the Rambam in the Sha’ar HaTziyun (511:8), Chazon Ovadia (Yom Tov pg 41) also explains the prohibition to heat up water on Yom Tov for a full-body shower in accordance with Tosafot.
   Proof that Shulchan Aruch follows the Rambam: The Ran (Shabbat 18b and Beitza 11b) writes that since the Rif and Rambam hold that heating up water on Yom Tov for a full-body shower is only rabbinic, it is permitted to take a shower if the water was heated up before Yom Tov. According to Tosafot, who hold that heating up water on Yom Tov is a biblical prohibition, it would be prohibited to take a shower with hot water even if it was heated before Yom Tov. Beit Yosef 511:2 quotes the Ran. Shulchan Aruch 511:2 rules that it is permitted to bathe one’s entire body in hot water which was heated before Yom Tov, while the Rema rules that it is forbidden. Using the logic of the Ran, Shulchan Aruch follows the opinion of the Rambam, whereas the Rama follows the opinion of the Tosafot. Assuming, as did the Ran, that the Rif holds like the Rambam, it is very reasonable to believe Shulchan Aruch follows the Rambam, since two of the three major pillars of halacha agree to that opinion. See Rav Yosef Karo’s introduction to the Beit Yosef s.v. VeLeChen. See, however, the Meiri (Beitza 21b s.v. Amar HaMeiri HaMidrash HaRabbi) who explains like Tosafot but also rules like the Rif that one may completely bathe in water which was heated before Yom Tov. According to the Meiri, these two aren’t necessarily related and as such, the proof to the ruling of Shulchan Aruch isn’t ironclad. Proofs that we are strict for both: The Kaf HaChaim 511:13 quotes both opinions and does not rule definitively. The Sha’ar HaTziyun details a practical difference between the Rambam and Tosafot but does not rule either way.

13. Some of the halachic concerns involved in showering on Shabbat and Yom Tov are listed at the end of the shiur.
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D2] HEATED MIKVAOT

- During the 18th and 19th Centuries a number of landmark teshuvot defined, and to some degree rolled back, the application of *gezeirat merchatza’ot*.

- The Chacham Tzvi and the Node B’Yehudah both permitted women to immerse themselves in a mikve of water that was lukewarm. They understood that *gezeirat merchatza’ot* was made only in regard to hot water. In the nineteenth century, the Divrei Chaim notes that the common practice was for women to immerse on Yom Tov even in fully heated mikvaot. This heter was also approved by R. Akiva Eiger, as cited in Bi’ur Halacha 326:1. The justification was that, since women find it difficult to immersed even in lukewarm water, it is considered a great discomfort and the *gezeira* was never intended to apply in such circumstances. Alternatively, some poskim suggest that the *gezeira* was not intended to apply to bathing for a mitzva.

E] IS DAILY SHOWERING NOW SHAVE LEKOL NEFESH?

E1] HOW OFTEN DO PEOPLE SHOWER TODAY

- Until recent times, very few people showered or bathed daily. This has now changed dramatically.

Another major change is the availability of hot water on tap in our homes without anyone having to heat it specifically.

E2] DOES THE DEFINITION OF SHAVE LEKOL NEFESH CHANGE AS SOCIETY CHANGES?

- There are number of different approaches in the poskim:
  - R. Nissim Karelitz rules that *shave lekol nefesh* is a halachic status fixed by Chazal and cannot change with time. He also rules that, even if the halacha could theoretically change, daily showering may be a practice in some places but is not a ‘daily need’.
  - Nevertheless there are indications in some sources that the application of *shave lekol nefesh* can change with different times.

---

14. R. Tzvi Ashkenazi (1656-1718) Teshuva #3
17. The mitzva element of bathing on Yom Tov may also apply when Yom Tov runs into Shabbat and especially on a ‘three day Yom Tov’.
18. Washing one’s whole body is so common in America that in Thomas vs. Allsip (826 S.W.2d 825 (Texas Ct. App., 1992)) the Texas Court of Appeals notes that Texas prison regulations (Texas is not a state known for expansive prisoner rights!) mandate that even prisoners be allowed to shower daily.
19. For a detailed overview see http://www.daat.ac.il/daat/english/journal/broyde-wagner-1.htm
21. This is also the position of the Debrezina Rov in Ba’er Moshe 8:158 & 159, who strongly criticizes showering on Yom Tov and opposes any attempt to change the definition that Chazal gave to *shave lekol nefesh*.
22. R. Shlomo Zalman Auerbach (Shulchan Shlomo 3) does not agree that *shave lekol nefesh* must be a daily ‘need’ and brings as a proof the example of sexual intimacy, which the Gemara classifies as *shave lekol nefesh*, even though it is not a daily need. For more on this see the Dirshu Mishna Berura 511:2 note 4.
23. Note also the discussion in the Rema OC 511:2 and Magen Avraham (511:5) concerning bathing a child in hot water, which turns to some degree on whether bathing children daily is or is not the societal practice, indicating that *shave lekol nefesh* may to some degree be subjective. See also Aruch Hashulchan 511:5 and 6 who indicates that the application of *shave lekol nefesh* may change in different societal situations. He also applies this to heated mikvaot in his time.
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17. The Biur Halacha quotes other opinions which permit heating water on Yom Tov to wash up to half the body. He inclines against these since, unlike the case of washing on Shabbat with water heated before Shabbat which is rabbinic prohibition, heating water on Yom Tov risks a Torah prohibition.

18. Also, Tosafot indicate that Chazal viewed bathing as a pleasure-seeking indulgence, rather than a necessity. On the other hand, they viewed the sauna as a health requirement, which was shave lekol nefesh. Some poskim\(^{24}\) equate the role of today’s showering with the sauna of old.

- Some poskim\(^{25}\) rule that the definition of *shave lekol nefesh* clearly applies in accordance with the reality of the times. As such, today, showering in regular hot water\(^{26}\) will unquestionably be permitted according to Tosafot. This was the clear position of Rav Soloveitchik.
- In terms of *gezerat merchatza*’ot, since the gezeira was created to safeguard the potential Torah prohibition of cooking water, once the Torah prohibition connected with showering has been removed (since showering is *shave lekol nefesh*) there will no longer be any application for the gezeira!\(^ {27}\)
- R. Herschel Schachter rules that the gezeira WILL still apply since, at least according to the Rambam\(^ {28}\), a Rabbinic gezeira will not lapse even when the reason is negated. However, he understands that the original gezeira only applied to HOT water, so a lukewarm shower would not be prohibited\(^ {29}\). We also saw above that some poskim understood that the gezeira did NOT apply in cases where people were in significant discomfort.

**F] HOW DO MODERN HEATING SYSTEMS WORK?**

- Today, water for bathing is not simply heated over a flame!!

**F1] ELECTRIC/GAS BOILER SYSTEMS**

- The most common system outside Israel is a hot water boiler system whereby water is heated (by gas or an electrical element) in a boiler. As hot water is removed through the hot tap, this allows more cold water into the boiler system which is subsequently heated up in the boiler (partly by the heat source and partly by the hot water which is present in the boiler).

---

26. Extremely hot water may still be considered indulgent and, as such, unusual and not *shave lekol nefesh*.
28. The bathhouse attendants were dishonest only because hot water was needed. They would not have need to lie about lukewarm water!
29. To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit [www.rabbimanning.com](http://www.rabbimanning.com)
• Turning on the hot tap in these systems will simultaneously allow cold water into the boiler, which will then heat to above yad soledet bo.
• There is an argument that this works as a grama system, whereby the melacha is performed indirectly with a delay. However, in fact, although the heating IS indirect, there is no time delay\(^29\). Additionally, this is the normal manner of heating water in home boiler systems, so it is not clearly classified as grama (which by definition is an usually way in which to do the melacha). Furthermore, grama is still prohibited on Shabbat (other than in a situation of significant loss or great need)! According to some authorities, grama is permitted on Yom Tov.
• There is a second argument that the entry of the cold water is unintentional - davar she’eino mitkaven. Nevertheless, in most boiler systems, the introduction of the cold water is automatic and inevitable, thus making it psik reisha, which is a Torah prohibition. Even if one could make an argument that the heated water was not wanted (psik reisha delo nicha lei) or at least irrelevant to the user (psik reisha delo ichpat lei) this is still prohibited (rabbinically) in most situations, especially such as here where a Torah prohibition of bishul is being discussed.
• All poskim prohibit turning on a hot tap on Shabbat where water will be heated in this way, unless the system is adapted for Shabbat use\(^30\).
• On Yom Tov is permitted to heat water for many uses - washing dishes, washing hands, face etc, and most poskim will permit using a hot tap of this nature on Yom Tov\(^31\).

F2] SOLAR ‘DUD SHEMESH’ BOILER SYSTEMS

• In solar heating systems, the water is heated either directly by the sun (by passing water through solar panels) or through a heat transfer coil in a water tank which is itself heated by the solar panels.
• The halachic issues relating to solar heating systems are complex and beyond the scope of this shiur. Some poskim permit use of hot water from a ‘dud shemesh’ system, even on Shabbat. Others prohibit this other than in cases of special need (such as for someone who is sick or a small child). All poskim agree however that the halachic issues are less serious than with a standard gas/electric heating system and the prohibition in question is likely to be rabbinic.

F3] OTHER CONCERNS

• MANY modern boiler systems operate in ways which will prevent their use ENTIRELY on Shabbat or Yom Tov.
• Some are ‘instant hot water systems’ whereby opening the hot tap automatically ignites a heating element or gas burner.
• Others involve pumping systems which are automatically operated when the taps is turned on.

\(^{29}\) One cannot argue that there is a time delay between entry of the cold water and it boiling since ALL bishul of water works in this way! One is liable for cooking water even though it boils only a few minutes after one put it on the flame. Since the entire melacha is done through time delay, this will not constitute halachic grama. A parallel analysis applies to zoera - planting a seed. Similarly, a melacha which is intrinsically performed indirectly (eg winnowing using the wind) will not be considered grama in halacha since this is the normal way of performing this melacha.

\(^{30}\) In some systems it is possible to turn of the valve which allows new cold water into the system. Often, however, this is not possible or considered unsafe. In some systems where the boiler is turned off the reality is that cold water will settle near the bottom of the tank and hot water will rise to the top. If new cold water feeds into the bottom on the tank and will not be heated, this will be permitted. As such, the physical realities of the tank set up must be known. If in doubt, one should assume that cold water will be heated and the system may not be used on Shabbat.

\(^{31}\) As noted above, the issue of grama is also more lenient on Yom Tov.
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G] BOTTOM LINE - HOT SHOWERS ON YOM TOV: YES OR NO?

G1] SEFARDIM

The psak for Sefardim is slightly simpler since the likelihood is that the Mechaber rules like the Rambam/Rif and the main halachic consideration is gezeirat merchata’ot and NOT the issue of shaveh lekol nefesh.

Most Sefardi psikim rule that one may NOT heat water on Chag to shower the whole body but one MAY shower normally, in a private bathroom, in water which was heated before Yom Tov.33

Some Sefardi psikim permit normal showering in a solar ‘dud shemesh’ system on Yom Tov.

Some Sefardi psikim permit showering in a normal shower on Yom Tov as long as the water in the boiler was hot before Yom Tov came in, even if new incoming cold water is heated up as it enters the boiler.

G2] ASHKENAZIM

There are essential two groups:

A] THOSE WHO CONSIDER THAT SHOWERING IS SHAVEH LEKOL NEFESH

• Some psikim allow one to shower in hot32 water heated in a regular boiler system on Yom Tov.

• Some psikim38 allow one to shower normally but only in luke warm water39.

• It would certainly be permitted shower in water which was heated in a solar panel ‘dud shemesh’ system.

B] THOSE WHO CONSIDER THAT SHOWERING IS NOT SHAVEH LEKOL NEFESH

Most psikim rule that a hot water shower may NOT be taken on Yom Tov40, even if the water was heated prior to Yom Tov.

Water Heated Before Yom Tov

• If the water was heated before Yom Tov, some psikim allow one to wash one’s body ever ever - limb by limb.41

• If the water was heated before Yom Tov, some psikim allow one to shower normally.

Water Heated On Yom Tov

• All agree that one may heat water on Yom Tov to wash one’s hands, face and feet.

• Some psikim42 allow one to wash up to half of the body in hot water heated on Yom Tov. Many limit this to a case where one will not easily come to shower normally - ie it must be done at a sink not in the shower, or while still wearing some clothing.

• Some psikim allow one wash all of the body in hot water on Yom Tov BUT only limb by limb. Again, many limit this to a case where one will not easily come to shower normally - ie it must be done at a sink not in the shower, or while still wearing some clothing.

• Some psikim allow one to shower normally in which water was heated in a solar panel ‘dud shemesh’ system.


---

32. Chazon Ovadia Yom Tov p. 41. Note that Rav Hershel Schachter rules that gezeirat balanim applies even to a private home since the psikim did not distinguish.

33. See R. Chaim David Halevi (Mekei Chaim 1:29), Yalkut Yosef (Volume 5, 511:10) and Kaf HaChaim (OC 511:2).

34. Rav Ovadyah Yosef (Chazon Ovadya Yom Tov p. 41 and p. 157), Yalkut Yosef Shabbat Volume 4 Siman 326 page 58. Rav Eliyahu Ben Chaim holds that it is permitted to shower in lukewarm water on Yom Tov.

35. See https://www.halachipedia.com/index.php?title=Showering_on_Yom_Tov#cite_note-7. This is apparently the psak of Rav Yitzchak Yosef which is based on various considerations of leniency, including that the prohibition (for Sefardim) is rabbinic, there are arguments of grama and also the action could be classified as a psik reisha delo nicha lei. Nevertheless, on http://halachayomit.co.il/en/ReadHalacha.aspx?halachaid=1997 the psak concerning showering on Yom Tov is stricter and explicitly requires the cold water input to be turned off before using the shower.

36. But not excessively hot.

37. This was the position of Rav Soloveitchik and is recorded as such by R. Aharon Ziegler in Halakhic Positions of Rav Joseph B. Soloveitchik - see https://www.torahmusings.com/2016/05/showering-yom-tov/. This is also the position of the ccf.

38. This is the position of R. Hershel Schachter who rules that the water should be warm enough to take of the chill (in accordance with the psak of the Beit Meir cited in Sha’ar Hatzion) https://www.yutorah.org/lectures/lecture.cfm?materialID=526226. Bedieved, R. Schachter permits even a warm shower.

39. There is a debate as to what is considered lukewarm - under yad soledet bo (113F), under body temperature (98F), just warm enough to take of the chill, or whatever people would call ‘cold’.

40. Shemirat Shabbat Kehilchata 14:7 rules strictly that showering in hot water is not permitted on Yom Tov, but observes a number of times in the footnotes (14 n21 and n29) that it is logical that showering on Yom Tov should be shaveh lekol nefesh. In 19 n3 he states clearly that showering on Yom Tov is shaveh lekol nefesh.

41. Mishna Berura 512:18. Rabbi Yimiyyahu Kagenoff writes that one may stand in a shower stall, not directly under the water flow, and place different parts of the body under the shower. Again, this is ONLY with water that was heated prior to Yom Tov.

42. This is based on the position of the Rashba and Rash in cited in the Biur Halacha above. The Gra’Z (518:1) is also lenient.

To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com
G3] OTHER ISSUES

• One must in all situations ensure that turning on any tap will not automatically operate a heating or pumping system.
• One may not use a sponge or washcloth since this would involve the prohibition of squeezing - melaben.
• One may not use a bar of soap since this involves the prohibition of smoothing - memachek. Liquid soap is permitted.
• Squeezing hair is prohibited, which makes washing hair halachically challenging.
• One may use a towel to dry one’s body normally. The poskim differ as to whether a towel may be used to dry hair. One may not squeeze or wring water out of one’s hair.
• One may not comb or brush hair with a hard brush that removes knots. Tidying with a soft brush is permitted.
• One may not braid or plait hair. Putting hair into a pony-tail is permitted.

H] A PARALLEL DEBATE - SMOKING ON YOM TOV!

• Leaving aside the central halachic question of whether it is permitted to smoke at all given the now clear health risks, there is a parallel question of whether it is permitted to smoke on Yom Tov.
• Many of the classic poskim of the 19th Century and earlier ruled that, since most normal people did smoke, smoking would be considered shave le kol nefesh. Since this reality has changed in the 21st Century and most people do not appreciate the smell of smoking or smokers, most poskim rule that smoking on Yom Tov is no longer permitted on Yom Tov.

I] YOM TOV SHENI

The Aruch HaShulchan criticizes those who smoke on Yom Tov Sheni but not on Yom Tov Rishon and sees this as degrading for Yom Tov Sheni.

• The same may apply to bathing specifically on Yom Tov Sheni. On the other hand, if one needs to shower only on Yom Tov Sheni, this would not be a zilzul. On a ‘three-day Yom Tov’ this would include the mitzva element of kavod Shabbat.

---

43. These issues all apply equally on Shabbat and Yom Tov.
44. There is a halachic debate on how liquidy liquid soaps need to be. R. Moshe Feinstein held that many of the liquid soaps were not sufficiently liquidy.
45. R. Aryeh Lebowitz recommends the following options. Either: (i) apply the shampoo before your hair becomes wet; or (ii) pour the shampoo directly from the bottle onto your head and allow the pressure of the water to wash it out.
46. Shemirat Shabbat Kehilchata permits this but R. Hershel Schachter does not.
47. See Biur Halacha 511:14 and Aruch Hashulchan 511:11.